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Language: Actors: Akshay Kumar, Nana Patekar, Anil Kapoor, Mallika
Sherawat, Katrina Kaif, æ°´éƒ½ç¾Žå¹´, Nandini, Alia Munch, Merv Wakka,
Screen debut: 1963, starring Satyajit Nana is the daughter of a rich father.
Despite this, she got used to a modest life. In the middle classes, along with
five friends, Nanu was secretly fascinated by fashion by her parents; this
was insisted on by her stepfather, Thatlaloka, who wanted her youth to
benefit him. Fascinated by the boys, Nanu entered into a sexual relationship
with one of them. Her stepfather kicked her out of the house and for some
time left her without a livelihood. One guy drew attention to her - Ashwani,
a teacher of literature in one of the colleges. But soon the girl realized that
Ashwani fell in love with another girl. She got scared and therefore decides
to break up with Ashwani. However, Ashwani came to college and refused
to part with the girl. Then she decided to kill him, but on the way to her
plan, Nana is met by a young sculptor Vishnu. Thatlaloka suddenly dies and
Nana is blamed for everything. She is taken to the police station where she
is charged with murder. But she is released on bail and also offered a job
that could earn her enough money to support Ashwani and her mother. The
film is not recommended for viewing by persons under the age of 14.
Contains obscene language, a scene of drinking alcoholic beverages. About
the rest of the series "Louis XX, caretaker" Rape scene: the printer didn't
bother to find a place for this, and therefore, somewhere in the middle of
the film, he could not stop in time and dumped the episode out of the plot,
thereby ruining the whole picture. The chronology has been broken, the
death of Thattoloka has been postponed for a couple of days. Average:
seems to be an interesting script, good actors, there are successful scenes, in
general, the picture is hooked. Very average: the roles are not revealed, very
little is said about the main characters, the script does not have much
integrity. Not bad: the story is worked out, the actors play well. Excellent
acting. Shit: there is no dynamics at all, although the plot has some
dynamics, but it is directed in a completely different direction, as a result,
the actions do not develop, but only slowly turn
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